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► This presentation is provided solely for educational purposes; it does not take into account any specific individual or entity’s facts and circumstances. It is 
not intended, and should not be relied upon, as tax, accounting, or legal advice. Ernst & Young LLP expressly disclaims any liability in connection with the 
use of this presentation or its contents by any third party.

► Neither EY nor any member firm thereof shall bear any responsibility whatsoever for the content, accuracy, or security of any third-party websites that are 
linked (by way of hyperlink or otherwise) in this presentation.

► The views expressed by the presenters are not necessarily those of Ernst & Young LLP or other members of the global EY organization or of any other 
company or organization. 

Disclaimer
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Today’s Agenda

The COVID-19 crisis has had a dramatic impact on the 
credit markets. Investors are facing tremendous 
challenges, including the need to reassess fund 
portfolios and their financial products in light of 
steep valuation declines on debt-related investments. 
By the same token, current opportunities have arisen 
for direct lending and distressed and special situation 
investments, with an expectation that dislocation will 
drive significant new opportunities in the markets.

Today’s agenda
During this session, we will focus on these credit market 
developments and resulting tax considerations.

01 When to stop 
accruals of interest 
and ability to apply 
the doubtful 
collectability 
exception. 

02

Timing and 
character on 
recognition of 
losses. 

03Debt workouts 
and significant 
modifications.

04 05

Consequences of 
debt to equity 
conversion.

Matters to think 
about from an 
investor point of 
view.
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Overview

► When to stop accruals of interest
► Doubtful collectibility exception (DCE)

► How does the payment ordering rule affect the DCE?

► Does the DCE apply to original issue discount (OID)?

► How does one account for speculative investments?
► Is there an implicit exception to the market discount rules for severely 

distressed debt? 

► If so, how does one draw the line?
► If gains are realized, are they ordinary or capital?

► Debt workouts
► Significant modifications

► Conversions

► Are losses on debt investments ordinary or capital?
► In general (bad debt losses vs. worthless debt securities)

► To the extent of previously accrued ordinary income
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Implications for interest accruals

There are various key tax considerations associated with accrual of 
interest on distressed debt:

Doubtful collectability exception

► Long case law history

► But reasonable expectation of collection of what?

► Difference from payment ordering rules

► Could use specified level of default as a trigger to stop accruing, 
although important to have sound documented rationale

► Experience from IRS audits

Open transaction accounting for speculative investments

► Support from older cases for speculative investments

► Impact of market discount rules

► Congressional intent

29 May 2020Presentation titlePage 6
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Implications for interest accruals
29 May 2020Presentation titlePage 7

Market discount and distressed debt – does it apply?

► Rules are based on the premise that market discount is the 
equivalent of interest 

► Ordinary income treatment 

► Yield-based accruals permitted

► Various statements in legislative history

► Application to distressed debt

► Distressed vs. defaulted

Speculative investments

► How should “speculative” be defined?
► Purchase price below say 50% of face, or;

► Nominal yield higher than a specified threshold?

Credit funds should consider 
preparing a distressed debt policy 
to ensure their approach is 
appropriately documented and 
technically sound.
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Debt workouts – significant modifications

Trends in distressed debt

►Commercial vs. private

►“Costs” under existing loan and for re-negotiation

►Automatic increase under default rate

►Increasing the required collateral

►High premium for risk

Significant modifications

► General – economic test

► Yield

► Deferral

► Change of obligor

► Collateral

► Covenant

► Changes pursuant to terms of instrument
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Debt workouts – significant modifications

Consequences of significant modifications

► The old debt is treated as having been retired for the issue price of the 
new debt

► Publicly traded vs. not publicly traded
► How to determine

► Issuer consequences
► COD income

► OID; AHYDO rules and 163(j)

► Holder consequences
► Phantom gain

► Relief in great recession

► Section 108(i) 

► Section 163(e)(5)(F)
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Cancellation of debt income (COD) – exceptions and exclusions

► Top exceptions

► Deductible expenses

► Contribution to capital

► Top exclusions

► Discharge occurs in a Title 11 case

► Discharge occurs where the taxpayer is insolvent but limited to extent of 
insolvency

► “Cost” for exclusion

► Debtor’s tax attributes are reduced under §§ 108,1017 and 1.1502-28

► Complex modeling required

► Black Hole COD
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Conversions

Taxable exchange of debt for debt

► Taxable if either the old or new debt instrument does not qualify as a 
“security” 

► Definition of security

► Gain recognized may be ordinary income to the extent of any accrued 
market discount 

► Circumstances where market discount shouldn’t apply

Tax-free exchange of debt for debt

► An exchange of an old debt instrument for new debt pursuant to a plan of 
reorganization qualifies as a tax-free recapitalization (i.e. “E” 
reorganization)

► Same issuer required

► New debt with shorter term may be viewed as continuation of old debt

► Loss disallowed
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Conversions

Debt for equity exchanges

► Generally a tax-free E recap for 
corporate issuers

► Similar rule applies to debtor 
partnership issuance of a capital 
or profits interests in satisfaction 
of partnership debt.

► Other non-recognition or loss 
disallowance rules may apply

Key considerations for debt for 
property exchanges

► Amount realized

► Nature of income/gain

Acquisitions of debt by a related party 

► Treated as an acquisition by the 
debtor

► §267(b) and §707(b)(1) related 
party rules

► Direct acquisition if related party 
status exists when the debt is 
acquired

► Indirect acquisition – if the holder of 
the debt becomes related to the 
debtor:

► Applies only if the debt was 
acquired in anticipation of 
becoming related.

► Constructive ownership rules require 
careful review of relationship

► Structural solution for avoiding 
triggering §108(e)(4) 
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Recognition of losses

Character issues – are loans capital assets? 

► Investment vs. origination

► Loans are ordinary assets only if –

► Inventory, stock in trade, held for sale to customers

► Notes or accounts receivable acquired for services or from the sale of other 
ordinary property

► Dealers and electing traders get ordinary loss treatment, but not clear that many 
(if any) distressed debt investors can qualify as dealers or traders

Bad debt deductions

► Requirements for instrument:

► Not a security

► Business debt

► Settlement vs. write off

► A loss on a foreclosure is a bad debt, but settlements of debt at a discount, 
including deeds-in-lieu of foreclosure and short sales, pose complex character 
issues
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And some final thoughts on key 
considerations from an investor 
point of view…

29 May 2020



What are the key 
takeaways from 
this webcast? 
1-minute recap
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Olin Utterback is a Partner at Ernst & Young LLP with more than 18 years of experience in public accounting focusing on the Asset Management 
industry. 

Olin began his career in EY’s Financial Services Tax practice and also completed a three year rotation in the Transaction Tax group (Mergers and 
Acquisitions). He has worked with several mega & middle market private equity and corporate clients, in several areas, including international and 
domestic tax advisory and compliance, ASC 740, buy and sell-side tax due diligence, and post transaction integration.

Olin serves as the Global Client Service Partner and Tax Account Leader for a wide range of multinational publicly traded and privately held asset 
management companies.  He advises private equity firms on acquisitions, reorganizations, complex partnership matters, structural aspects of these 
transactions, on debt restructurings and refinancings, and withholding and reporting issues.  In addition, he assists clients with multi-year internal 
reorganization and debt restructuring.

Olin received his Bachelor’s degree from Coastal Carolina University and earned his MBA from University School of South Carol ina. He is also Certified 
Public Accountant.
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Michael Yaghmour is a principal in Ernst & Young’s National Tax Department in Washington, D.C.  At EY, he is a member of the International Tax and 
Transaction Services Capital Markets practice where he focuses on the taxation of financial transactions and instruments, including the taxation of 
debt instruments, foreign currency transactions, and derivative instruments. 

Michael is a contributing author on the most recent edition of the “Federal Income Taxation of Debt Instruments,” the leading treatise on that subject.  
He is a past chair of the Financial Products Committee of the D.C. Bar Tax Section.  He also speaks frequently at tax industry meetings on financial 
transactions and has authored several articles on the subject.

Prior to joining EY, Michael was a member of PwC’s National Tax Services office in Washington D.C.  Michael has also worked as a tax attorney with 
Fannie Mae and began his career as an associate with Dewey Ballantine, LLP.
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Richard Fung is a partner in EY’s International Tax and Transaction Services practice based in Los Angeles, focusing in the Federal income taxation 
of transactions, including mergers and acquisitions, leveraged buyouts, spin-offs, internal restructurings, and workouts. Richard previously served 
as the firm’s Transaction Tax Leader for the West region and started his career as an associate at Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP.

Richard has represented large and small public and private businesses, including asset management firms, banks and insurance companies, 
partnerships, and REITs. His practice areas cover tax due diligence and structuring, quantitative analysis, preparation of tax opinions, and private 
letter ruling requests. He has extensive experience advising creditors and debtors in distressed situations.

Richard received a B.A. from Amherst College and a J.D. from Columbia University School of Law and is a member of the California bar. Richard has 
served as an adjunct faculty in the tax LL.M. program at Loyola Law School and is a member of the Planning Committee of the USC Tax Institute. He 
is currently the Chair of the Board of Trustees of the Westridge School in Pasadena and a member of the Emeritus Council of the Los Angeles 
Regional Food Bank.

Richard’s publications include articles for the USC Tax Institute, the Practicing Law Institute, and the Mergers & Acquisitions Monthly Tax Journal. 
He is also the current editor of the BNA Management Portfolio on personal holding companies. Richard speaks fluent Cantonese and is conversant 
in Mandarin.
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Lena Hines is a principal in EY’s National Tax Department and is based in the firm’s Los Angeles office. She has over 15 years of experience in the 
taxation of financial transactions and derivative instruments in the fixed income, equity, commodity and currency markets and has advised on 
transactions for financial institutions, multinational corporations, funds and private companies.

She routinely advises on tax hedging strategies and conducts assessments of tax positions for audit reviews. During the 2008-2009 credit crisis, 
Lena regularly advised clients on debt restructuring transactions, including in response to legislative relief eventually provided, to maximize tax 
benefits and establish compliance procedures to qualify for such relief.

Lena develops and presents tax discussions on tax technical issues and legislative developments for financial products presentations sponsored by 
leading professional organizations and has been a substantial contributor on comment letters issued by the ABA and the DC Bar.

She is a member of the DC Bar (Tax Section), American Bar Association (Financial Transactions), and the State Bar of California (Taxation Law 
Section).
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